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Tongguk chŏngun(1447) 東國正韻 corrected  the ending 'ㄹ'(/-l/) in Sino-Korean 

uniformly to ‘ᇙ’, which was dubbed yǐyǐngbŭlăi (以影補來). Many scholars have 

agreed that this unique transcription was devised to restore the original 

entering tone.

1) But why the compilers of Tongguk chŏngun did not choose ‘ㄷ’(t) rather 

than ㆆ'? Actually the well-known description in Hunmin chŏngŭm haerye admits 

that 'ㄷ' should be used for the position of Sino-Korean ending 'ㄹ'(/-l/)? The 

effective answer would be that one of the principle of Tongguk chŏngun was to 

respect the traditional or vernacular Sino-Korean. The compilers would have 

tried to re-construct the tonal system while keeping the ending 'ㄹ'(/-l/). 

2) And why 'ㆆ'(ᇙ)? Why not 'ㄷ'(ᇎ)? If they wanted to preserve the 

vernacular ending, 'ᇎ' would be an option. There must have been, however, an 

inevitable and essential reason here; they needed a mark or sign for the 

feature of entering tone. It is 'ㆆ' that could effectively have taken this function.

3) In Korean phonology, the syllable endings '-p, -t, -k' carry with them the 

reinforcement process; plain obstruents alternate with reinforced ones after  

'-k, p, t'. Another reinforcement process occurs in position following the 

adnominal ending (-ㄹ). In 15th Korean, 'ᇙ' is closely related with the latter 

process: (1) 反側 사말 (2) 나고져  사 (3) 求 싸. These examples 

are considered to be the equivalents of reinforcement phenomena. The 

environment of syllable ending '-p, k' applies in native Korean and as well as in 

Sino-Korean, whereas the environment of the adnominal construction holds the 

use  of 'ㆆ'. In both environments, 'ㆆ' functions as the reinforcement feature. 

4) The reinforcement feature of 'ㆆ' would be [+laryngeal], rather than the 

so-called 'glottal stop' as frequently referred to. The reinforced fricatives (ㅆ, 

ㆅ in Middle Korean) do not have any feature of stop, because the auditory 

nature of fricatives will not hold the phase of stop. It needs to be reminded 

that every consonant has 3 parameters; places of articulation, manners of 

articulation, and the phonation types. The three parameters of 'ㆆ' would be 

glottis (place of articulation), stop (manner of articulation), and laryngeal 

tenseness (phonation type). The compilers of Tongguk chŏngun would have so 

effectively captured the feature of phonation type in 'ㆆ', as to apply it to the 

adnominal construction of Middle Korean as well as to Sino-Korean.


